R E F R E S H I N G LY M O D E R N

U N C O M P R O M I S I N G LY Y O U
Set beyond a gated entry where Hollywood Hills meets Universal City, Thirty Four Fifty West is a refreshingly
modern residential experience where anything but the ordinary is possible. Here, open-concept residences
offer individuals and families alike an inspiring canvas to design and define how they live, while open-air
amenity spaces offer a seamless connection to the outdoors.

OPEN-CONCEPT RESIDENCES

HERE, ANYTHING BUT THE ORDINARY IS POSSIBLE
The two- and three-bedroom residences of Thirty Four Fifty West—ranging from 1,904 to 2,396 square
feet—shun the conventional in favor of creative expression. With three stories of living environments,
18-foot ceilings and oversized, floor-to-ceiling windows that fill every space with natural light, residents
are free to unleash their most innovative design aspirations.

OPEN-AIR AMENITIES

B E N E AT H T H E S TA R S
Thirty Four Fifty West complements contemporary architecture with lush outdoor sanctuaries to create
an idyllic balance between the urban and natural worlds.

THE CANOPY LOUNGE

GARDEN & GRILL

Retreat to this covered outdoor living area for
relaxing alone time or cocktails and conversations
around the fire table.

Host intimate gatherings with friends in this
al fresco social space complete with a chef’s
barbecue, communal dining table, bar seating
and sofas.

THE PUPPY PARK
This shaded, tree-lined park provides the perfect
destination for pets and parents alike.

P R I M E L O C AT I O N

WHERE THE HILLS MEET THE CITY
Thirty Four Fifty West offers an unwavering sense of home in a prime Los Angeles locale. Just
moments from nearby attractions like Universal Studios, Runyon Canyon and The Hollywood Bowl,
residents are set within the ultimate city core to both live and explore.

3450 Cahuenga Boulevard West
Los Angeles, CA 90068
818.290.8068
3450WEST.COM

The developer reserves the right to make modifications in materials, specifications, plans, pricing, various fees, designs, scheduling and delivery of the homes without prior notice. All dimensions are approximate and subject to normal construction
variances and tolerances. Plans and dimensions may contain minor variations from floor to floor. This is not an offer to sell or solicitation to buy to residents in jurisdictions in which registration requirements have not been fulfilled, but is intended
for information only. Listing Broker: The Agency New Development CA RE 01973483. Obtain the property report or its equivalent by federal and state law and read it before signing anything. No federal or state agency has judged the merits or
value, if any, of this property.

